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RANKING SLAYTER BATHROOMS
 How often have you had to duck into Slayter because you needed to relieve yourself or wind up 
looking like a storm cloud passed over your crotch? Only to find the first floor bathroom wet and dirty. This 
is no hate to our cleaning staff---you’re doing great, college students are just nasty.

Starting with... 
The First Floor: -900/10

 Every time I set foot into the first floor bathrooms I worry about contracting some sort of disease 
from the multiple questionable fluids. The singular light casts an ominous shadow that makes them even 
less identifiable. I refuse to let any body part or article of clothing touch anything in these bathrooms. I 
need a hazmat suit to even set foot in one.

Now... onto 
The Second Floor: 5.75/10

Conveniently right next to the mailroom so I can pick up my mail after sitting in the bathroom waiting for 
the mail line to shorten. 4.25 points off for the tiling and the wide gaps in the stalls that basically lose all 
semblance of privacy. Also what’s up with the raised toilet seats? Y’all afraid of splash?

Can’t forget...
Third Floor: sqrt(49)/10

Nice when I’m hanging out on the third floor at night, enjoying that greasy, delicious Nest food. Very 
spacious. 3 points off for the Backrooms aesthetic, yellow and fluorescent, and also having to listen to the 
elevator every time people hold it at floor 4 and it makes that high pitched screech.

And for the Holy Grail, 
Slayter Fourth Floor: 500/10

The gender-neutral bathroom on the fourth floor is the Holy Grail of Slayter Bathrooms. Total privacy, the 
door locks. Perfect for when a host of Survivor forces you into hiding with a water balloon (Mason Allen). 
The other bathrooms are the best as well. Sleek modern look, spacious, and windows. Perfection.

- Izzi Howard,
Freshman ‘25

AN ADDITION TO “EAVES DROPPIN’”

Overheard in Slayter*:
“I wasn’t alive for it, but I think we should bring back pillaging. But not the rape part.”

*Time stamp of submission: Mar 9, 2022, 4:12 PM

- Caro Elliot,
Junior ‘23
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Our cries have 
been answered! 

TOP 10 HOTELS FOR SPRING BREAK

- Josh Poe,
Travel Blogger 

 Let’s face it---we all need a break and thank god you can really go wherever you want, 
depending on the price. So here is a list of the 10 best hotels to stay at, in no particular order:

Elephante Butte Inn, New Mexico
 Located in the town of Elephante 

Butte, it looks dope. Hopefully, you could 
find some elehpante dung along the way ;)

Big Dick’s Highway Inn, Missouri 
You could say that this has some big energy. 
It has a gift shop, so you can get some grand 

gifts from Big Richard himself.
French Lick Inn, Indiana

For real, you have to check this place out. It 
has a nice golf course and some swimming.

Balls Deep Inn Villas, Japan
I hope it has ping pong balls!!!

Holiday Inn
This could be any holiday inn actually. They 

are all usually nice. I love their breakfast. 
The waffles are god-tier.

Covered Wagon, Arizona
An actual wagon in Arizona in which you 
can stay. Please someone rent this and stay 

here.

Caesar’s Palace, VEGAS
My fave part of the list is when we talk 

about Vegas. The palace is truly amaze. If 
you go please be advised that it is hard to 

navigate, so find a guide.

MGM Grand, VEGas
This one really yells VEGAS. You can see 
a magic show how sweet is that? I mean, 
David Copperfield is the king of Magic.

Planet Hollywood, vegas

This hotel fucking blows chunks do not set 
foot even if you are paid by Mr. Hollywod 

himself. 

An Actual Elephant Inn (Lucy the Elephant,) New Jersey
This is an actual wooden elephant in New Jersey. It looks wild. 

*Please take a moment to go look at the photos they have.

*Editors note: photos have been attached for your convenience. 
Look upon her in awe.


